Michael T. van der Veen
FOR VICE CHANCELLOR
Dear Members of the Bar,

The Philadelphia Bar Association’s mission is to serve the
profession and the public by promoting justice, professional
excellence and respect for the rule of law. To accomplish this
mission, the Association strives to foster understanding of,
involvement in and access to the justice system.

fronted annual deficit spending and made hard financial
decisions, leaving little on the bone to cut, that led to the
passage of a balanced budget for the first time in years. As
co-chair of the State Civil section, strong communication
skills were needed while guiding our membership through
2019’s cyber-attack on Philadelphia’s court systems. I have
been most excited to join in consensus building during the
Commission on Judicial Selection and Retention’s most
impactful years ever. I have and will continue to drive a diverse Association membership. My firm is always at 100
percent membership participation and I have encouraged
other firms to follow suit. I have sponsored dozens upon
dozens of law student memberships.

The immediate needs of our Association, in pursuit of our
mission, are to find sound financial ground by recapturing
lost revenue and by continuing to drive a diverse and engaged membership. Over time, we must shepherd sustained
action for equality in our justice system and we must also
promote the growth of our members’ legal careers by providing them with the knowledge, resources and opportunities to flourish as lawyers and to become healthier in mind,
body and spirit.

The road from vice chancellor to chancellor is three years.
The need for the Association to maintain absolute fidelity
to its mission over this time has never been more essential. We as Association members must continue to head
into the wind and call for equality in our courts and in
our community. Just as Philadelphians led this nation at
its birth almost 250 years ago, we must now lead this nation at the rebirth of its commitment to the principles of
equality, due process and access to justice for all.

I am compelled to run because our path forward will require
a stalwart leader, educated by experience. During my three
decades of practicing law, I have built a successful, socially
conscious law firm and executed action plans while serving
in the trenches with and on the boards of civic, educational and charitable organizations. These experiences are important because learned business skill and growth-centric
leadership are needed to tend to the Association’s financial
health and navigate the social challenges it faces.

I am committed to devoting my time and energy to steering our Association through the changing tides and shifting currents in our profession and in our community.

I am running for vice chancellor of the Philadelphia Bar
Association because we are living through a moment in time
in which our world and our lives are changing with the speed
and force of rapids. The global pandemic and national cries
for equality are causing a sea change in our profession and
in our community. The survival of our Association will require strong, thoughtful, coalition-building leadership.

My most salient work on the Board of Governors over the
past three years came while serving on the budget task force
and finance committee. As a group, we recognized and con-

I invite dialogue.
I encourage action.
I ask for your vote.
Respectfully,

Michael T. van der Veen

